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ANNOTATSIYA

Ta’limning ochiqligi muassasalarda ijtimoiy sheriklik tizimini, jamiyatning boshqa sohalari bilan o’zaro aloqalarini, hokimiyat organlari, biznes, ta’lim, madaniyat va ilm-fan muassasalari qurilishida ifodalanadi taktik va strategik rejada o’zaro manfaatli hamkorlikdagi klaster faoliyatidir.

Kalit so‘zlar: O’zbekistonda modernizatsiyaning, izolyatsiyaning, taktik va strategik, konsentratsiya, ta’lim klasteri, Klaster yondashuvi asosida ijtimoiy sheriklik, innovatsion maktablarning.
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ABSTRACT

Openness of Education is expressed in the construction of a system of social partnership in institutions, interaction with other spheres of society, institutions of power, business, education, culture and science is a cluster of mutually beneficial cooperation in a tactical and strategic plan.
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